powerassociative algebra A of degree > 1 over its center F with characteristic prime to 30 is a Jordan algebra if and only if it is stable. Moreover, it is known that every simple algebra of degree >2 is a Jordan algebra. Thus there remains the problem of determining the nonstable simple algebras of degree two. There do exist simple algebras of characteristic p>5 which are not Jordan algebras [3; 4] . Of course, these algebras are not stable, although they may be w-stable for some idempotent u. In this paper we shall obtain the following result.
Theorem. Let A be a u-stable simple commutative power-associative algebra of degree 2 over its center F of characteristic zero. Then A is a Jordan algebra.
We shall use all of the results of [3 ] so we shall adopt the notations of that paper. In particular, all the results of the section giving properties of w-stable algebras will be used. For convenience let us state a few of the required results here.
In a simple w-stable algebra .4 there exists an element w in ^4"(l/2) such that w2 = 1. Then .4U (1) =uB, Au (0) (1) w(bu) = w(bv) = (l/2)wb,
(wa)b = w(ab), (wa)(wb) = ab, Consider the product (eB)G which was used to obtain (4) By (3) and (2) change. We also have without change that N'-\-Au(l/2)N' is an ideal of A. Since A is simple, this ideal must be zero because it does not contain the identity element. Thus A =uF-\-vF-\-Au(l/2), which is a Jordan algebra. A Jordan algebra is stable so we have as a corollary that a simple commutative power-associative algebra of degree 2 and characteristic 0 is stable if and only if it is w-stable.
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